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Introduction� Multisection DFB lasers showing high�speed self�pulsations �SP� have opened
a new �eld for the optical clock recovery at high bit rates� The basic e�ect was discovered
in �

� with ��section devices ���� Since then� optimization of the devices led to much im�
provement and the system capability has been demonstrated ���� The present generation of
devices is AR�coated and consists of two DFB sections and one phase section integrated in
between �Fig� ��� The two DFB sections are basically identical� only lengths and pump levels
are di�erent� The longer one is pumped highly and provides the gain for lasing� The shorter
DFB section is driven close to its gain transparency and acts as a dispersive re�ector� The
center section has neither an �����m active layer nor a grating and serves as a passive phase
tuning section�

Devices of this type have not been modeled yet�Ig  (90mA)
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Figure �� Scheme of a typical device�

Our former modeling was based on a single mode
approximation and considered devices with the
gain section in the center and a re�ecting facet
adjacent to the phase section ��� 	�� In this pa�
per we describe an improved model that properly
takes into account all relevant modes and allows
to treat a wider range of operation� Second� it is
demonstrated that this model describes well and
in good correspondence with the experiments the

main features of the new device generation� Third� the model is used for further optimisation
of the device structure by individually designing the two DFB�corrugations�

Mathematical model� The slowly varying amplitudes ���z� t� of forward and backward
travelling waves are obtained by numerically solving the travelling wave equations
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together with the rate equation for the carrier density in the gain section�
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Here h���ig denotes averaging over the gain section� Other symbols have their usual meaning�
the indexes g�p �r label the section they belong to� No coupling of carriers to the �eld appears
for the phase and re�ector sections because they are passive or at transparency� respectively�
The relative propagation parameters � are treated as spatially constant within each section�
In the re�ector section �kept at transparency�� only the optical losses contribute� �r � �i�r���
A static detuning 	 as well as the carrier induced detuning and gain terms appear additionally
in the gain section� �g � 	 � i�g�� � ��H � i�g� �N �Ntr� ��� For the phase tuning section we
use �p � �
��Lp � i�p�� with the variable phase angle 
� The parameter values of �	� are
used except �p � �� cm��� A � � ns��� B � ����� cm��s� C � ����� cm��s�

Evaluation of the model� We have checked the validitiy of the new model by comparing
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optical spectrum:

Figure �� Re�ectivity spectra of the gain section
�solid� and the re�ector section �dashed� for
one moment of a SP� Thin� calculated optical
spectrum�
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Figure �� Amplitude of the SP calculated
for increasing �solid� and decreasing �dashed�
phase angle� Thick� long wave mode lasing as
�� in Fig� �� thin� short wave mode lasing�

with measured features of the present device generation as well as with Marcenac�s model
���� SP have been obtained for the same conditions as in the experiment� First� a typical
spectral correlation is required� the lasing resonance of the gain section has to coincide with
the negative re�ectivity slope of the re�ector section �Fig� ��� The combination of electronic
blue and thermal redshift with increasing current allows to adjust to such a position ����
Second� the SP are switched on and o� by phase current tuning �Fig� ���
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c) chirped reflector + λ/4 gain gratings:
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Figure �� Thick� areas of SP in the ��� plane for
di�erently styled DFB gratings� Grey background�
short wave mode lasing� White background� long
wave mode lasing�

the SP region� In this range� either mode of
the gain section may carry the lasing power�
The long wave mode shows SP� whereas the
short wave mode is stationary� Hysteresis
and mode jumps have been observed in the
experiments� too� but they appeared less
pronounced� We attribute this small di�er�
ence to neglecting the gain dispersion in the
model� The calculated SP frequencies are in
the �� GHz range and depend on the gain
current and the phase angle as in the exper�
iments� Summarizing so far� our new model
describes well the main features of the self
pulsating devices with the re�ector section
at gain transparency�

Device optimisation by grating design�

First� we investigated devices with detuned

gratings� i�e�� with di�erent corrugation pe�
riods for the gain and re�ector sections� The
according detuning parameter 	 of the model
has been varied over a �� nm wide range
with steps of ��� nm� For every 	� the phase
angle 
 was tuned upwards from � to ��
in �� equidistant steps� The SP�regions ob�
tained are drawn in Fig� 	a as islands with thick black borders� Island�� in the center belongs
to the spectral correlation of Fig� � and can be addressed by the thermal ��shift in the present
generation of devices discussed above� For larger detunings� several new SP islands appear
�note that islands touching the border 
 � �� continue at 
 � � and vice versa� due to the



phase periodicity�� The re�ectivity spectra drawn in Fig� � for the islands�� to�� show that
they belong to other possible combinations of one of the two lasing modes with a negative
slope of one of the di�erent lobes of the re�ector spectrum� Being larger and less sensitive
to mode jumps� these islands are improved compared to island �� � Using �rst devices with
detuned gratings� we could experimentally verify the existence of SP for large detuning�

In a next step� we introduced a tapered grating
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Figure �� Spectral correlations for some
prominent SP islands of Fig� 	a�

� � �� cos
���z�Lr� in the re�ector section �z � ��

center of the section�� This suppresses consider�
ably the side lobes of its re�ectivity� As a conse�
quence� all SP islands connected with side lobes
disappear �Fig� 	b�� The former central island��
reappears a bit short wave shifted in a wider tun�
ing range due to the smaller and smoother stop
band of the tapered re�ector� The island around �
nm is the most prominent one� It is a coalescense
of the former islands �� and �� � resulting in a
much wider continuous tuning range� The sensi�

tivity to mode jumps is not further reduced as indicated by the continuation of the SP islands
into mode jump islands� Surprisingly� an additional SP island is situated around �� nm� Here�
the right mode lases on the positive slope of the re�ectors stop band� This exception from
our usual picture of dispersive self�Q switching ��� was also observed with the simulation tool
OPALS ��� and is still under investigation�

Finally� we additionally introduced a quarterwave shift into the gain section� As expected�
there is no mode jump in the whole area of calculation� Furthermore� a single distinct SP
island appears �Fig� 	c� with SP frequencies also in the �� GHz range� This island covers an
about � nm wide region in the center of the tuning range� which seems very useful for the device
functionality� The detailed nature of these SP as well as their dependence on parameters have
to be further investigated�

Conclusion� High�speed self�pulsations can be generated with rather di�erent grating de�
signs� The following possible improvements of the present generation of devices were found�
Detuned gratings lead to broader SP regions with less tendency to mode switching� A ta�
pered re�ector grating reduces the variety of SP regions to few well pronounced areas� One
single extended SP area without mode hopping can be obtained by additionally introducing a
quarterwave shift into the gain section�
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